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This paper outlines key scientific topics that are important for the development

of solar system physics and how observations of heavy ion composition can

address them. The key objectives include, 1) understanding the Sun’s chemical

composition by identifying specific mechanisms driving elemental variation in

the corona. 2) Disentangling the solar wind birthplace and drivers of release by

determining the relative contributions of active regions (ARs), quiet Sun, and

coronal hole plasma to the solar wind. 3) Determining the principal mechanisms

driving solar wind evolution from the Sun by identifying the importance and

interplay of reconnection, waves, and/or turbulence in driving the extended

acceleration and heating of solar wind and transient plasma. The paper

recommends complementary heavy ion measurements that can be traced

from the Sun to the heliosphere to properly connect and study these

regions to address these topics. The careful determination of heavy ion and

elemental composition of several particle populations, matched at the Sun and

in the heliosphere, will permit for a comprehensive examination of fractionation

processes, wave-particle interactions, coronal heating, and solar wind release

and energization that are key to understanding how the Sun forms and

influences the heliosphere.
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1 Science motivation

Since the start of space exploration in the 1960s, solar probes

have measured plasma on a multitude of spatial and temporal

scales at several locations around our solar system. However, we

still lack a fundamental understanding of the transfer of mass and

energy from the Sun to interplanetary space. Initially, mainly H

and He ions were observed through the Mariner and Pioneer

missions between the 1960s and 1970s. However, the launch of

the ISEE-8 in 1978 and the SWICS instruments that were flown

on both Ulysses and ACE as well as the CTOF on SOHO from the

1990s has enabled measurements of the most abundant minor

ions in the solar wind (C, N, O, and Fe). Several decades of heavy

ion measurements have provided crucial insight to the solar

wind’s source region and inner heliosphere conditions that

continue to shed light on fundamental questions about our star.

Key scientific questions that are important for the

development of solar system physics, see Viall & Borovsky

(2020) and Viall and Borovsky (2022) decadal survey white

paper in connection to this paper.

1) What drives the compositional variation across coronal

structures and their associated solar wind streams?

2) What are the specific drivers of solar wind release? What are

the relative contributions of active regions (ARs), quiet Sun,

and coronal holes to the solar wind?

3) What is the contribution and interplay of reconnection,

waves, and/or turbulence driving the extended acceleration

and heating of solar wind and transient plasma?

To effectively address these open questions, it is necessary to

determine the thermodynamic state of solar material at its source,

as it is released, and as it escapes the corona to allow for a full

characterization of its formation and energization as it travels

away from the Sun. Significant progress in these open science

topics requires effective coupling of physically disparate regions

of the solar atmosphere and heliosphere to build a complete

picture of the physical mechanisms driving the continuous

creation and outflow of solar wind. Tracing the active

processes at different stages of evolution will require

connecting observations at the solar surface, across the middle

corona, and beyond (West, 2022).

Heavy ions are excellent probes to investigate the creation

and evolution of solar plasma because they are highly sensitive to

processes connected to the solar wind’s birth region, generation,

and subsequent evolution (Cranmer & Winebarger 2019; West,

2022). Elemental and ion composition measured at the Sun and

throughout the solar system can be useful to 1) connect solar and

heliospheric structures, 2) provide sensitive diagnostics for the

solar wind thermodynamic evolution, and 3) reveal key thermal

and non-thermal processes taking place at the Sun and as the

solar wind accelerates through the corona into interplanetary

space. The observations will be highly beneficial to evaluating

models of the corona and solar wind which remain under-

constrained due to the lack of necessary observations at

critical stages of formation, heating, and acceleration.

Correspondingly, a more comprehensive understanding of

ionization and recombination processes, characterization of

collisional and radiative coronal emission, as well as

fractionation processes at the Sun, are informed by the

development of more detailed coronal magnetic field

extrapolations and physics-based models of the corona/

solar wind.

2 Heavy ions as tracers of solar origin
and heating/acceleration processes
in the Corona and solar wind

Elemental Composition Decades of observations have

shown that the elemental composition of the corona within

different structures can vary both spatially and temporally.

The key processes attributed to changes in the chemical

makeup of the corona are from the first ionization potential

(FIP) effect, theorized to occur mainly at the chromospheric-

coronal boundary where the solar atmosphere is partially ionized,

and gravitational settling that can be exhibited in large coronal

loops higher in the corona (Raymond et al 1997; Laming 2015).

Through the FIP effect, coronal plasma is observed to be

preferentially enhanced of “low” FIP elements (FIP <10eV)
while having little to no changes in its “high” FIP

(FIP >10 eV) elemental composition when compared to

photospheric abundances. At the Sun, the FIP effect is most

prominently observed in closed magnetic field structures such as

ARs and quiet Sun, with the most extreme FIP values occurring

in ARs, while nearly absent in open field structures, i.e., coronal

holes. From in situ observations in the heliosphere, low-FIP

enhanced slow speed wind has been linked to plasma originating

in and near closed field structures, while persistently

photospheric fast speed wind has been connected to coronal

holes (Geiss et al 1995; von Steiger et al 2000). However, while we

can generally specify the solar wind’s solar source, current

backmapping capabilities cannot directly link the inherently

time-dynamic processes of reconnection-released closed-field

plasma with observations of the solar wind. Therefore,

connection science and mapping techniques could be

strengthened by including properties of the plasma’s chemical

composition.

A leading theory to describe FIP fractionation is the

ponderomotive force (Laming 2015). As detailed in Laming

(2004), Laming (2012), Laming (2017), Laming (2022), a

ponderomotive force directed up toward the corona can

develop through the reflection and refraction of Alfvén waves

at the chromosphere-corona boundary due to a steep gradient in

the density. The ponderomotive force driven by these waves can

act on ions, but not neutral particles, resulting in the preferential
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transport of elements with a lower ionization threshold into the

corona, which establishes the FIP effect. In most recent studies,

simulations implementing the ponderomotive force have shown

that elements with a FIP value straddling the “low” and “high”

FIP boundary (10eV) could provide a more sensitive constraint

to solar wind origin and properties of its magnetic topology

(Laming 2022). Detailed simulations of the ponderomotive force

examining a range of wave energy fluxes in open and closed field

structures find that the behavior of Sulfur, Carbon, and

Phosphorous are predicted to shift between “high” or “low”

FIP depending on the magnetic topology, magnetic field

strength, and the thermodynamic state of its source. It is

found that insignificant fractionation arises in S and C in

coronal loops, similarly to the “high” FIP elements, while they

behave like “low” FIP elements in plasma emanating from an

open field. A careful determination of elemental composition of

several particle populations, matched at the Sun and in the

heliosphere, will allow an examination of the ponderomotive

force and its connection to fractionation processes, wave-particle

interactions, and coronal heating that are key to understanding

coronal dynamics (Dahlburg et al 2017; Tarr 2017; Laming 2022)

and provide a fundamental link to solar wind origin and

formation.

Another potentially relevant fractionation effect observed at

the Sun is from gravitational settling. Several studies of the

elemental composition higher in the corona have found that

large, long-lived helmet streamer loops can become depleted of

several heavy elements, with timescales on the order of ~1 day

(Raymond et al 1997; Lenz et al., 1998). Gravitational settling

manifests as mass stratified plasma in helmet streamers where

their core is strongly depleted of heavy elements with increasing

coronal altitude. This effect is independent of the particle’s FIP

value (Feldman et al 1998; Uzzo et al 2003; Uzzo et al 2004).

Heavy elemental abundance “dropouts” in connection to those

reported at the Sun have also been identified in the slow speed

solar wind and coronal mass ejections with in situ observations

(Weberg et al 2012; Lepri and Rivera 2021; Rivera et al 2022).

These dropouts, together with the FIP effect, can modify the

chemical makeup of specific solar structures up to the tops of

loops ~2.5 Rsun) in the closed-field corona prior to plasma release,

making them key signatures of solar wind origin and coronal

lifetime important to constraining fractionation processes.

Heavy Ion Composition To understand the physical drivers

behind the formation and continuous outflow of solar wind, it is

essential to understand the dynamic changes in temperature,

density, and outflow velocity of the plasma across the coronal-

heliospheric system. As such, the plasma’s ion composition can

be examined to determine the plasma’s thermodynamic state

throughout its initial release and propagation away from the Sun

(Kohl et al., 1997; Habbal et al., 2010a; Habbal et al., 2010b; Landi

et al., 2012; Gilly & Cranmer 2020). This is because the ionization

and recombination history of ions evolving in solar wind streams

are governed by collisions with electrons which make them

highly sensitive to the electron temperature, the electron

density, and the bulk speed of the expanding plasma parcel.

Within a few radii from the Sun, the density becomes too low for

further ionization or recombination to continue, after which ions

decouple from further heating or cooling experienced by the

plasma. At the so-called “freeze-in” point, ions remain

unchanged, and the ionization state of ions is uniquely shaped

by the plasma’s thermodynamic evolution up to that point, as

FIGURE 1
Simulation of the relative abundances to freeze-in value
of several ions evolving within a coronal hole, adapted from
Gilly and Cranmer, 2020.

FIGURE 2
(Top) simulated intensities for equilibrium and non-
equilibrium conditions and, (bottom) relative abundaces under
non-equilibrium conditions within radially evolving solar plasma,
adapted from Rivera et al., 2019b.
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shown for several ions evolving within an expanding coronal hole

in Figure 1. Given that each ion undergoes a distinctive ionization

and recombination history, relative abundances of individual

ions provide sensitive constraints to the heating, acceleration,

and expansion of the solar wind during the early stages of its

evolution prior to “freeze-in”. This evolution has been

demonstrated with multi-wavelength coronal observations

during solar eclipses that map Fe charge states from 1 to

3 Rsun enabling more detailed characterization of the corona

and solar wind’s thermal structure (Habbal et al 2010a; Habbal

et al 2010b; Boe et al 2018).

Previous work has indicated that the inclusion of time-

dependent ionization and recombination of heavy ions can

provide a useful observational constraint to models of the

solar wind and transients through the comparison of both

remote sensing (i.e., synthetic multi-wavelength emission) and

in situ observations (i.e., simulated freeze-in charge state

distributions) as shown through simulated intensities and

particle abundances in the top and bottom of Figure 2,

respectively (Oran et al 2015; Shen et al 2017; Lionello et al

2019; Szente et al 2022). Simulations of heavy ion evolution in

solar eruptions have provided critical insight to the energy

deposition and non-uniform heating experienced in coronal

mass ejections (CMEs) essential to constraining the energy

budget (Rakowski et al 2007; Lynch et al 2011; Gruesbeck

et al 2011, 2012; Rivera et at 2019a; Rivera et at 2019b) as

well as important in determining the source region and dynamic

processes occurring during solar wind outflow (Kohl et al., 1997;

Gilly & Cranmer 2020; Rivera et al 2020). For example,

anomalous signatures of heavy ion ratios (C6+/C5+) have been

utilized to distinguish between waves and reconnection

mechanisms as the primary source of heating and acceleration

of the solar wind (Raymond et al., 2022). In another study, work

examining the conditions for interchange reconnection cited the

evolution of O7+/O6+ as a key marker in the ambient versus

transient creation of solar wind (Scott et al 2022). Measurements

of the carbon and oxygen signatures can enable further

characterization of solar sources to quantify and disentangle

sources of slow speed solar wind using heavy ion

composition. Additionally, it can act as a distinctive

compositional tracer of the magnetic origin and topology of

structures measured in situ such as those for recently discovered

magnetic switchbacks, or magnetic reversals, in the inner

heliosphere by Parker Solar Probe (PSP) whose origin and

formation remain actively debated (Bale et al 2019; Kasper

et al 2019).

Non-thermal Solar Wind Processes There is strong

evidence that departure from thermodynamic equilibrium

among ions and electrons is established at low altitudes in

coronal holes at the Sun (Kohl et al., 1997; Kohl et al., 1998;

Landi and Cranmer 2009, and references discussed below). This

suggests that non-thermal processes are closely linked to the

heating and acceleration of particles out of the corona. The

kinetic properties of heavy ions offer a unique window to

signatures of the heating and acceleration mechanism(s) in

the solar plasma that can bring insight to the governing

processes taking place. For instance, velocity distribution

functions (VDFs) of ions observed in situ can provide clues of

non-thermal processes, such as wave-particle resonances, that

develop during different stages of solar wind outflow (Cranmer

et al 2017 and references therein). Most recently, in situ

observations from PSP found signatures of cyclotron resonant

heating in the solar wind that suggests this process could be a

dominant plasma heating mechanism well beyond the low

corona, proving a model to explain the observed ion kinetic

properties (Bowen et al., 2022). Ion cyclotron resonant heating is

a leading theory aimed at explaining the apparent quasi mass-

per-charge dependency observed in the temperature and

velocities of heavy ions near the Sun and in the solar wind

(Esser et al 1999; Cranmer et al 1999; Landi and Cranmer 2009;

Tracy et al., 2016; Berger et al., 2011). However, there may be

other processes that could potentially explain those observations

as well (Chandran et al., 2010). In recent studies, a statistical

analysis of switchbacks suggested that their relaxation from

rotational to tangential discontinuities with increasing

heliocentric distance could be a source of heating and

acceleration in the solar wind (Akhavan-Tafti et al 2022).

A major hindrance in the effective discrimination or

associated contribution among these processes is that these

studies have been carried out with remote and in situ

observations that are entirely disconnected and lack

continuous assessment beyond the spectrometer’s field of view

or single point in the heliosphere. Significant progress in

determining where, when, and how these properties arise

during the radial flow, and if all solar wind types and

transients behave in the same manner, can only be reached by

following the progression of these processes in the plasma using

coordinated remote and in situ observations.

3 Current obstacles

Current missions are attempting to close the gap between

corona and heliosphere, but they continue to lack the spatial and

continuous coverage of ion measurements required to address

the open questions. PSP is flying through the outer tendrils of the

corona to take in situ measurements of the Sun’s outer

atmosphere; however, it does not carry a heavy ion

composition instrument for detailed compositional studies.

Solar Orbiter (SolO) carries a composition payload, the Heavy

Ion Sensor (SolO/HIS) on the Solar Wind Analyser suite,

however it is the only operational heavy ion composition

instrument measuring the thermal solar wind in the entire

inner heliosphere. In connection to ion abundances made by

SolO/HIS, SolO’s SPectral Imaging of the Coronal Environment

(SPICE) instrument takes spectroscopic observations of the solar
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disk with the objective of mapping chemical abundances between

the Sun and heliosphere. However, because these two

instruments are on the same spacecraft, they are not in the

optimum position to effectively connect remote and in situ

observations of the same source region. Therefore, while both

the PSP and SolO missions sample the inner heliosphere and

SolO can observe the Sun directly, their instrumentation and

configuration severely limits the coordinated, long-term

observations of heavy ions that can be made.

Another key aspect is that spectrometers are tuned to specific

spectral ranges with limited spectral lines from only a small

variety of ions at specific temperatures. In situ heavy ion

composition instruments measure ions that are most

abundant and most easily separated in energy-per-charge.

Because of the limited overlap of the ions covered between a

single remote sensing instrument and in situ instruments, 1) it

inhibits a direct comparison of a large number of elemental

abundances between them, and 2) largely limit comprehensive

studies of composition with spectrometers to hot, dense regions

of the Sun ,i.e., ARs and helmet streamers.

4 Necessary observations to meet
science goals

Long-term, Matched, and Consistent Heavy Ion

Measurements in the Corona and Heliosphere For a

comprehensive understanding of the solar wind’s method

of release and its energization, it is critical to make

continuous, matched, long-term compositional

measurements between the Sun and the interplanetary

medium. Relevant mechanisms operate at a large range of

spatial and temporal scales, from characteristic timescales of

wave-particle interaction to the 11-years solar cycle and

beyond, all of which are important to build a global picture

of the Sun and associated solar processes. However, up to the

present, there is only a small window, limited opportunities,

and ecliptic-based measurements (except for Ulysses reaching

higher latitudes) in which solar observatories assemble in

quadrature to connect remote and in situ observations. The

intermittent way this configuration occurs inhibits an in-

depth temporal analysis of regions on the Sun to examine

trends and signatures that develop at its source and during the

plasma’s radial evolution. The lack of consistent and dedicated

observations that can be linked between the Sun and

heliosphere has delayed progress.

Dedicated and Complementary Remote and in situ
Measurements that can be Meaningfully Compared To

properly examine element and ion abundances and their

variation across solar structures and solar wind streams, it is

necessary to measure the same element and charge states at the

Sun, the corona, and the heliosphere. As discussed in Section 2

(Elemental Composition), S has been identified as a sensitive

diagnostic of fractionation processes occurring at the Sun which

can provide a distinctive signature to the magnetic topology and

possible release of the emerging plasma (Laming 2022). However,

there are several limitations when examining S and other

abundances across solar structures in the corona in

connection to the solar wind. For current in situ instruments,

it is difficult to determine the heliospheric densities of S ions with

certainty using current time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer

technology. Several less abundant S ions have TOFs and energies

that are close to those of Mg, Si, and Fe, making it difficult to

cleanly separate their contributions. However, spectral

observations such as those from EIS on Hinode, routinely use

S lines to examine coronal composition, most notably high-to

low-FIP S X to Si X ratio, in structures at the Sun (Brooks &

Warren 2011; Baker et al 2013; Brooks et al 2015; Stansby et al

2020; Baker et al 2022). This ambiguity affects the meaningful

comparison between the solar wind and its solar source in two

important ways: 1) We are unable to confidently compare

changes of S’s chemical composition together with other high-

and low-FIP species at the Sun that may also be influenced by

fractionation processes. 2) We are unable to effectively compare

the S composition of the emerging plasma to its counterpart in

the heliosphere. The large gap in our ability to compare

overlapping heavy ion properties between the remote and in

situ communities can lead to significant ambiguities and

misinterpretation in scientific results. Therefore, along with

advances in backmapping and connection science modeling

techniques, there is a critical need for complementary heavy

ion measurements between the Sun and heliosphere to properly

connect and study these regions.

5 Strategy and action points

In the next decade and beyond, the solar and heliospheric

community should aim to understand the source, release,

and energization of the ambient and transient solar wind.

This requires the consistent and effective coupling of

different regions of the Sun and heliosphere that includes

tracking parcels across the coronal-heliospheric system, by

way of advancements in remote and in situ diagnostic

techniques and technologies coupled with advances in

modeling/theory.

5.1 Specific goals for the future

1) High throughput multi-wavelength UV, EUV, visible, and

near-infrared spectroscopy to measure the time variation

of FIP fractionation in ARs, flares, and throughout the

corona that cover a complementary range of low-FIP and

high-FIP elements, including S and C, with in situ

instruments.
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a) EUV (−10–50 nm): offers on-disk abundance

measurements through bright low-FIP emission from

Fe, in several stages of ionization, as well as Si and

strong high-FIP emission from S as observed by

Hinode/EIS (Brooks & Warren 2011).

b) UV (−50–200 nm): offers the largest coverage of high- and

low-FIP emission for on and off-disk compositional

measurements with strong lines of H, He, N, O, Ne,

Mg, Al, Si, S, Ar, Ca, Fe, and Ni with two or more

stages of ionization from Mg, Si, S, and Fe as observed

by SOHO/UVCS and SolO’s SPICE (Raymond et al 1997;

Brooks et al 2022). Additionally, the inclusion of the

strong H I Lyman alpha line makes it possible to

obtain absolute, rather than just relative abundances.

Also, the neutral lines of elements such as H, He, and

O together with lines of highly ionized species such as Fe

XVIII through Fe XXII mean that the UV range spans a

thermal range that can measure cool prominence ejecta

along with 10 MK flared heating CME material.

c) Visible/near-Infrared (−200–5000 nm): offers off-disk

coronal compositional diagnostics that include strong

low-FIP emission from Fe, Si, Ni, and Ca and high-FIP

emission from Ar and S for a set of lines with two or more

ionization stages as observed during total solar eclipses

and with ground-based observatories (Tomczyk et al 2008;

Habbal et al 2010a; 2010b; Steven et al., 2021; Boe et al

2021). Of particular interest will be the recently deployed

Upgraded COronal Multi-channel Polarimeter (UCoMP,

high corona; Landi et al 2016) and Daniel K. Inouye Solar

Telescope (DKIST, low corona; Rimmele et al. 2020)

ground observatories that will offer more routine

coverage of several visible and near-infrared lines in the

corona. UCoMP is a ground-based, multi-wavelength

coronagraph observing Fe X, XI, XIII (line pair),

XIV, XV, and Ar XI, H alpha and He I 1083 nm

lines near-simultaneously out to 2Rsun. DKIST is a

five-instrument, ground-based observatory that will

enable a highly detailed view of the photosphere,

chromosphere, and corona. Low, off-limb observations

of a small region of the corona are planned through the

Cryogenic Near-IR Spectro-Polarimeter (Cyro-NIRSP)

instrument. Cryo-NIRSP is planned to observe the Fe

XIII line pair, He I 1083 nm, Si IX, and Si X that will be

highly synergistic with UCoMP observations.

2) Charge-resolving heavy ion mass spectrometer instruments

covering the inner heliosphere to measure ions and associated

waves in collisionally young solar wind. In addition, the

ongoing technological advancement for such instruments

to resolve an extended number of heavy ions more

accurately and at higher temporal resolution.

a) The primary challenges to high time resolution are

instrument performance and data rate. Increases in

collecting power (geometric factor) are needed to

increase the number of heavy ions collected per unit

time. Improvements in the total energy resolution of

the solid-state detectors typically used would reduce

overlap of ions in the time-of-flight (TOF)—energy (E)

measurement space, therefore improving the ability to

separate different ions. Development of better methods for

avoiding the high flux of protons would lower the

accidental coincidence rate, improving signal-to-noise

and further supporting high time and species

resolution. Another limitation to time resolution is the

high data rates that are required to support the current

standard of ground processing. Development of new

algorithms and methods for on-board processing of this

data could greatly reduce needed data rates. These

developments would need to overcome the additional

challenge that on-board processing eliminates the

ability to reprocess the raw data later with improved

algorithms. It has been largely for this reason that on-

board processing has been avoided. The Heavy Ion Sensor

on Solar Orbiter has the potential for up to 30 s normal

time resolution (4 s in burst), though more work is

required to reach that goal.

b) To make full use of the power of heavy ion composition,

especially in boundary identification, more charge-resolving

ionmass spectrometers need to beflown simultaneously. Since

thiswould likely be achievedwith small-sats, these instruments

must be driven down in size,mass and power. One of themain

drivers of these design parameters is the need to apply internal

post-acceleration to ions to achieve workable TOF and E

resolution. This necessitates larger power supplies and internal

spacing. The use of energy detectors with lower energy

threshold could improve this situation, though the

emerging avalanche photodiodes typically lack sufficient

energy resolution. There are no drop-in replacements for

carbon foils so substantial innovation is required in this

area to reduce high-voltage requirements.

3) Dedicated funding for theory and modeling congruent with

observations to answer the key science topics discussed in the

paper.

a) The main steps forward in understanding processes in the

closed field corona include the development of a modeling

framework that can dynamically capture time-

dependent elemental fractionation between the

chromosphere and corona as well as its connection

to coronal heating (Dahlburg et al., 2017, and see

details in Laming 2022, decadal survey white paper).

b) In the open corona, it is necessary to develop a self-

consistent physical model of the heating and

acceleration process that describes the thermal and

non-thermal dynamics across the extended corona. This

includes,

i) A model accounting for the physical conditions of

solar wind streams that drive time-dependent
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ionization/recombination compatible with observed

non-Maxwellian electron distributions to form the

measured spectrum of freeze-in ionization states.

ii) A complete physical description of kinetic processes

that preferentially heat and accelerate heavy ion

particles out of the corona, generate temperature

anisotropies, and form the non-thermal character of

spectral lines and particle VDFs (see details in

Cranmer et al 2015).
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